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An array of software's are amalgamated in a web based project management software like
scheduling, budget management, cost-controlling and budget management, estimation and
planning, quality control management, communication, collaboration software, resource allocation,
documentation compiled with administration system all of them involved when you are dealing with
the nitty-gritty network of a big budget project/business. They are known as web based project
management software because of the prime purpose of being implemented with a web-application,
intranet or extranet being used for accessing it through a web-browser.

Numerous websites are selling their web based project management software on a trial basis for a
month free of cost on a maximum limit of two users. Making it easier for you to decide if you actually
require it and how friendly and profitable will it be for you to posses one for your daily project
handling needs. Within a large organisation these software's make communication process for the
team at work more fast, efficient and smooth and makes the collaboration of in a more professional
way. It makes the entire gamut of day to day working hassle free and corporate projects can be
handled in a more robust and less time consuming way.

This software's provide more time to the staff to put their energies in more productive concerned
areas for the betterment of the company. A project upon whom the entire responsibility of a project
lies can easily take away his/her good night sleep because upon him lies the onus right from
conception, planning, estimation, scheduling and so on until his project see's the light of the day. He
nurture's it like a baby and to give it the best a project management solutions can bring about
unimaginable outcome that too in a short span of time.

Your next question is what are project management solutions? Well these are web based
programmes enabling the project managers and team members to increase their efficiency by
applying them and making the project development life-cycle appear useful and transparent. It helps
the team to co-ordinate well & more easily to keep a close track of happenings upon the project
from each and every angle. In a way it makes every team player give his contribution without
apprehension and saves time spent upon communication otherwise.

Where Project management solutions will take you is the most common question generally put-up
by the managers in front of the sellers of these solutions. Generally there is a step by step process
involved for the project manager's to in-vision their project from the word SCRATCH to steering up
the project in the correct direction.

ïƒ±	These solutions provide a roadmap to get your project delivered with flying colours.

ïƒ±	They tread along with you on every step of project development.

ïƒ±	Required tools are embedded to help you on every forward step.

ïƒ±	Suggestions and tips are given from time to time to make your project better.

ïƒ±	Templates and forms are included to save your time from making and designing them afresh.
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